PHOTOS
Fig. 4.36 - Component scores of I Vs III
PROPOSED MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR ANW
PHOTO NO. 1 AREA WITHOUT CULTIVATION. NOTE THORNY BUSHES AND SHRUBS.

PHOTO NO. 2 WELL GROWN TOMATO PLANTS NEAR BEVINHALLI VILLAGE.
PHOTO NO. 3 WELL GROWN COTTON CROPS NEAR KADARMANDALGI

PHOTO NO. 4 A VIEW OF SOIL PROFILE. NOTE THICK SOIL COVER FOLLOWED HIGHLY WEATHERED GREYWACKE
PHOTO NO. 5 OUTCROPS OF GREYWACKES NEAR DEVARGUDDA.
NOTE THE LAMINATIONS/SCHISTOSITY IN THE OUTCROPS

PHOTO NO.6 A VIEW OF ONE OF THE GREYWACKES QUARRY IN ANW.
PHOTO NO.7 A CLOSE VIEW OF GREYWACKE OUTCROP. NOTE HARD AND COMPACT NATURE OF THE ROCK AND CONCOIDAL FRACTURE.

PHOTO.8 A VIEW OF THE GREYWACKES IN A QUARRY. NOTE SHARP JOINTS AND FRACTURES. ALSO NOTE HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL JOINTS.
PHOTO NO. 9 DARK COLOURED SOIL IN THE FOREGROUND 
AND REDDISH COLOURED SOIL IN THE BACKGROUND

PHOTO 10. REDDISH COLOURED SOIL IN AN AGRICULTURAL LAND. NOTE BUSHES ALONG SLOPES OF HILLS AND CULTIVATED LAND IN THE LEFT SIDE.
PHOTO NO. 11  A VIEW OF ANW FROM DEVARGUDDA HILL TOP. NOTE BUSHES ON THE SLOPES OF THE HILL AND CULTIVATED LAND IN PLANES. ALSO NOTE LAKE NEAR GUDAGUR VILLAGE

PHOTO NO. 12  FALLOW OR SEMI FOREST LAND. NOTE THE THORNY BUSHES AND SHRUBS ON HILLY AREA LOCATION NEAR SUNKABIRDI VILLAGE
PHOTO NO. 13  UNCONSOLIDATED PEBBLES AND SANDY SOIL NEAR HARNAGIRI VILLAGE (ALLUVTAL FORMATION)

PHOTO NO. 14  LAKE NEAR KAJJARI VILLAGE. NOTE THE BUFFALO IN THE LAKE. ALSO NOTE A MAN IS WASHING HIMSELF AT THE OTHER END OF THE LAKE.
PHOTO NO 15  LAKE NEAR ASUNDI VILLAGE. NOTE PARTIALLY DRIED LAKE AND ANIMALS GRAZING.

PHOTO NO 16  A CLOSE LOOK AT THE DRIED PART OF LAKE NEAR ASUNDI VILLAGE. NOTE THE DEVELOPMENT OF MUD CRACKS.
PHOTO NO 17  A VIEW OF CHECK DAM NEAR DEVARAGUDDA VILLAGE.

PHOTO NO 18  A VIEW OF CHECK DAM NEAR KUDARIHAL VILLAGE.
NOTE THE DEPOSITION OF SILT